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Not every man of real intellectual power can be an animus,
for he must be equipped not so much with good ideas as with
good words; words full of meaning into which one can read
much that is left unexpressed. He must also be somewhat
misunderstood, or at any rate in some way or other in opposi-
tion to his environment, in order that the idea of sacrifice
may come in. He must be a dubious hero, a man with
possibilities; and because of this it is by no means certain
that an animus projection has not often discovered a real
hero long before he is visible to the slow understanding of
the so-called intelligent average man.1
Whether for man or a woman, in so far as they are
' containers', the fulfilment of this image is a momentous
experience; for herein lies the possibility of finding one's
own complexity answered by a corresponding manifoldness.
Expanding before one a wide spaciousness seems to open,
in which one can feel oneself encompassed and contained.
I say ' seem' advisedly, for it is a doubtful possibility. Just
as the animus projection of a woman can actually discover
a man of significance who is unrecognized by the crowd,
and moreover can help^ him by moral support to achieve his
true destiny; so also a man can awaken a ' femme
inspiratrice' by his anima projection. But perhaps it is
more often an illusion with destructive consequences, a failure
because faith was not strong enough. I have to say to
pessimists that an extraordinarily positive value lies in these
primordial psychic images; to optimists, on the other hand,
I must give a warning against the blinding power of phantasy
and the possibility of the most absurd errors.
One must not understand this projection as though it
were an individual and conscious relationship; it is far from
that, ^for it creates a compulsive dependence on the basis
of unconscious motives, but motives other than biological
1 An exceptionally good description of an animus is in Marie Hay's
The Evil Vineyard ; also in Elinor Wylie's Jennifer Lorn, and in Selma
LagerloTs Gosta Berling.

